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Activities of CELSTEC
• Three programmes, each with three themes:
– Learning and Cognition
– Learning Networks for Professional Development
– Learning Media
• Each programme integrates three activities:
– Research Activities 
– Laboratory Activities for Open Innovations
– Providing Solutions and Services to the market
• Institute for Education & Training
–MSc Learning Sciences
– Commercial Training (provided by the staff of 3 programmes)
• Temporary Strategic Programmes 
– Lifelong Learning Services
– OUNL related programmes (e.g. IPO)
– Open Educational Resources
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http://www.space-invaders.com/
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# 1: Invaded Land
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computers become ubiquitous 
and adapt to their environment
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Enhanced Environments
Sybren A. Stüvel, “Colours and bricks” via Flickr, Creative Commons Attribution.
body network sensors, rooms 
intelligent carpets, wall colour, 
or gesture tracking, building, 
a r c h i t e c t s a l r e a d y c r e a t e 
completely new facades for 
buildings, public places and 
city planning new artefacts will 
enable dynamic routing and 
highlighting of space
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Fast Human Enhancements
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Magic Artefacts
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Magic Artefacts
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Magic Enhanced Learning
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Technology Enhanced Learning
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some analysis of the situation
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No Phones. 
No Internet.
Think about it !
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<html>thewebisgrowing</html>
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prosumers
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Rich Content
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Rich Content
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Open Educational Content 
and Metadata: MACE Project
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Open Educational Content 
and Metadata: MACE Project
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Mobile Access
Each year 1.2 billion new 
phones, Information can be 
accessed not only in city 
c e n t re s b u t m u c h m o re 
important in rural areas, 
information will grow even 
more rapidly , mobile 
d e v i c e s b e c o m e m o r e 
co n t ex t - aw a re , n e w 
user interfaces
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mobiles as universal tools for 
reading, discussion, 
documentation, annotation, 
and others learning activities. 
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Mobile Phones are still 
considered as a toy or non-
learning device in the 
classroom.
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While a variety of senseful 
learning practices have already 
been described in 2002. 
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While a variety of senseful 
learning practices have already 
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Sensors for learning
multi-method assessment measuring real world 
activities, long-term assessment, personal 
interaction logs, from formal to formative 
assessment
Displays for learning
embedded displays, reﬂection in and about 
action, anywhere anytime delivery, multimodal 
displays, personal and shared displays
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# 2: Learning in invaded land
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Connecting 
the World and 
Digital Media
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how do humans 
learn with 
augmented objects ?
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how can we unleash the power 
of context for the design of 
ubiquitous learning? 
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context gives meaning, The term context 
is used in diﬀerent research disciplines. 
Linguistics makes two claims about 
context. Context  is deﬁned as the text in 
which a word or passage appears and 
which helps ascertain its meaning. the 
surroundings, circumstances, environment, 
background or settings which determine, 
specify, or clarify the meaning of an event.
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used in diﬀerent research disciplines. 
Linguistics makes two claims about 
context. Context  is deﬁned as the text in 
which a word or passage appears and 
which helps ascertain its meaning. the 
surroundings, circumstances, environment, 
b a c k g r o u n d o r s e t t i n g s w h i c h 
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meaning of an event.
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Context and Episodic Memory
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SenseCam in Context
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Context Indicators
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AICHE components
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Sensor
AICHE components
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE Processes
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AICHE used for
- system analysis
- innovation and 
engineering
- instructional design
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Contextualised TV
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# 4: Research Needed
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Content in Context
contextualised delivery, media creation in 
learning situations, synchronisation of learning 
activities, ubiquitous learning environments, 
mixed reality mash-ups
Reﬂection in Context
framing of learning activities, visualisation of 
contextual information, context indicators, 
multi-channel synchronisation
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thank you !
marcuspecht.de
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